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ABSTRACT

In this chapter, the authors describe the software architecture of a commercially run home assistance system that allows patients or elderly people to stay longer at home. Since such systems often have to handle sensitive medical information, the protection of the privacy is a major concern. In addition, legislation often restricts access to health information to qualified persons (i.e. medical personnel), who are not always available in a commercial setting. The home assistance system can offer several services, ranging from scheduling necessary tasks and following up their execution, to monitoring the patient’s health status and responding promptly to requests for help or in case of emergency situations, and all this without the need to maintain personal medical data or identifying information about patients and caregivers in the home assistance centre.

INTRODUCTION

The average life expectancy in the Western world has risen well above 80 years. Also, the limited birth rate has resulted in a greying population and caused the population pyramid to flip upside down or at least to become more cube-like. The progress of medicine has made many diseases and disorders curable or at least less life threatening. However, the downside of this evolution is that the government’s social security budget needs to expand year after year and may grow faster than the country’s economic
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growth. One way to cut costs is to have elderly people stay at their homes much longer instead of moving them to nursing homes and dismiss patients sooner from hospitals. However, these elderly people or patients often need extra care or have to be monitored from time to time or continuously. Luckily, technology can fulfil these needs.

For more than a decade, elderly people can get help to stay longer at home. In the morning, a nurse, often employed by a nursing organization or self-employed, visits the old person, helps him to get out of bed and to get dressed, administers medication and checks his health status. Later, a cleaning woman may arrive to keep the house tidy and clean. At noon, someone from a catering service may bring an appropriate lunch. In the afternoon, family members, neighbours or volunteers may pay him a short visit and do some necessary shopping. In the evening, a nurse may help the old person get prepared for the night. Weekly, the general practitioner (GP) visits the old person, examines him and assesses whether it remains sensible to keep him at home. Sometimes, an orderly working for a specialized patient transport company collects the patient and brings him to the hospital for additional tests or a specialized treatment. Some weak old persons even get a special fall detector that calls an emergency number as soon as a fall is detected. This works fine as long as someone of the family or a close friend organizes the network of caregivers and schedules the different tasks. It remains difficult to quickly respond to last minute changes (e.g. someone cannot get there in time). Moreover, more and more elderly people do not have relatives who can take on this duty. Also, some people need more supervision and/or monitoring than the previous setting is capable of offering.

There are many initiatives for designing and building such advanced home assistance centres. Often, hospitals are involved since they have skilled employees who are qualified to handle medical data and to make the correct assessments. However, hospitals are not the best players to run these home assistance centres. They often lack the technicians who are necessary to install and maintain the necessary equipment in the home environment. Moreover, these assistance centres should also offer support for non-medical services such as catering, cleaning, shopping, etc. These services are already provided by specialized organizations or companies. Hence, it is very likely that in the near future commercial businesses will start to operate home assistance centres.

There is one important impediment for a commercial deployment, however. Many countries have legislations that limit the access to medical data to qualified personnel (e.g. doctors, paramedics, etc.). That means that if the home assistance centres (HACs) have to process medical data, they also need to employ medical personnel. Also, home assistance systems are by definition distributed systems (part of the system is deployed at the patient’s home and part at the centre) with many access points, which makes it much harder to restrict access to sensitive (medical or health) data. Therefore, the system should preferably be designed in such a way that HACs never see or process such data.

Protecting the privacy of the elderly person or patient is of utmost importance. Even when the patient’s medical data is properly protected, information about the patient’s health could be indirectly inferred if one knows which specialist is treating the patient (e.g. when the doctor in attendance is an oncologist, one can easily deduce that the patient suffers from cancer). Therefore, not only the medical data needs to be protected, but also the patient’s network should remain hidden as much as possible. We have seen in the past many cases of accidental or deliberate leakage of privacy sensitive information; often because of the loss or theft of storage media or laptops. Hence, the system should avoid to store as much as possible identifying information about patients, doctors, etc.

In the sequel of this chapter, we will no longer distinguish between patient and elderly person, and denote both by the term patient.
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